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Dear Sir Arthur:-

With reference to yours of March 28th enquiring 
if it could he arranged for Miss Helen Parker to attend some of 
the lectures in Institutional Administration given hy Miss Smith,
I may say that there would he no objection whatever to Miss Parker 
doing this. These lectures would, however, he taken.with 
students in the second year of the two year (Institution Adminis
tration) course as this course of lectures is given to a combined 
class of senior B.H.S. students and second year Institution 
Administration students. I

Miss Parker took the lectures of this course last 
year with Miss Cruise who devoted three and a half hours per.week 
to this subject for the first half year. This was done looking 
forward to Miss Cruise's departure. This year the time has been 
more equally distributed, - one hour and forty minutes per week 
being given throughout the year. I do not feel, therefore, that 
Miss Parker missed very much of the course as it had been given 
for some years. Miss Smith did last year give some additional 
lectures after her arrival to the second year of the two year 

Miss Parker was not required to take these, some of11 course.
which were given after her term ended.

I realize that different instructors present 
their work in different ways, and some have more experience to 
bring to a subject than others. I think Miss Smith may have 
had a little more varied experience in this line than Miss Cruise, 
and, consequently, her lectures may possibly be somewhat more

In Miss Parker's case due to the interruption in somevaluable. _
of her work on account of change of instructors during her final 
year, I feel that she might well receive some consideration.

I am,I

Respectfully yours,

Head, School of Household Science.

BMP/SK.


